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The Rational Organization of Care for
Disabling Psychosis:

"If I Were Commissioner"

Nathaniel S. Lehrman
Raslyn. NY

Care of me mcmally diubled t:Ollld be immauely improved by ~hi(ting the (ocus of cheir
treatment 10 compelcm, presem-ofiemed counseling/psychotherapy provided by ~
Wrle psychiatrist whoC:I.rcs for me patinll both In and afler hospilal-a sysccm hued on
concinuif'( of arc-and away from medicariDn ..here ie lies loeby. WhIle Mleh eontinu
iry Is easy to SeC up in Ihc private le<;lOr, its c.lI.,bJiJhmenl in dte public seCUK WO!,IId
~ire signifICant 3f[jrudinal and or~ilildonal changes.

I ndividuals diagnosed as suffering from schizophrenia and other serious mental dis
orders will continue [0 ~ harmed by (r.lgmenteO, drug.focwed Mcarl~~ until such
care b organized properly_ For public ~ctor patients, organilinG and administering

that care Is the lask of a state mental health commissioner operating under laws passed
by Ihe state legislature. Fifty-seven years of psychiatric experience, much of it in nate
hospitals, and 3 months of voluntary hospltallmtion in 1963 (or paranoid schizophre
nia are the basis for this discussion of how Ihat care should be organized.

What Is ~Khizophrenia," the most lerioul mental iIIness1 Jenkins' (1952) explana
tion may be the simplest and the best: an unmysterious Slate of neuropsychological
doorganization followed by reorgani~ation of various kinds. The dlsorden we call
acute schiwphrenia are characterued by acute disorgani13rion; those we label as
chronic involve warped, psychotic reorgani13lion. Operating under this concept, psy
chiatrist! should therefore tell patients that they are sufferinG (rom a reversible disor
der, a ~nervous breakdown~ from which they can, and do, often recover, rather than
from any mysterious, pennanent ~brain diseasc..~ Such a Statement would be conso
nant with the little-known findings of long-term follow-up studies: "a 50-50 or betler
chance of significant Improvement and perhaps recovery" (Harding, 1995). This
approach also offers the possibiliry, which does occur in real life, that a pal lent reor
ganizes after his breakdown at an even higher level than before it, and that attaining
such a higher level can actually be a treatment goal.
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THE PSYCHIATRIST-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP:
THE HEART OF EFFECTIVE CARE

Lehnnan

A strong doctor-patient relationship--a patient's crust in his physician-stands at the
heart of any effective medical treatment. That relationship is probably responsible for
approximately half the therapeutic impact of an)' medical intervention (White. 1991, p.
l58). In psychiatry, which lacks specific therapeutiC agents, the relationship's impact is
likely to be even greater. The positive effect of the therapeutic relationship in psychiatry
is maximized when the same doctor treats the patient from the beginning to the end of
his illness-both in and after hospital, if hospitalization has been necessary. The absence
of therapeutic trust impedes recovery, while the loss of that trust after it has been estab
lished aggravates disorder. This is one important cause of current trearment's harmful
effects, such as the loss of effective behavior patterns (habits), the lowering of personal
goals, and the abandonment of hope for a full, useful, and satisfying life.

American psychiatry's redefining medication as the core of treatment, and conse
quenrly neglecting boch the doctor-patient relationship and psychiatry's central task
psychotherapy/counseling-,.are largely responsible for the specialty's worsening
treatment results and mounting harm to patients (Hegarty, Baldessarini, Tohen, &
Watemaux, 1994). While medications can help, especially in low dosages during short
periods of acute disorganization, they all pro~uce brain damage. This can be serious when
continued for years on end. That damage is manifested by widespread tardive dyskinesia
and akathisia, rwo of the many iatrogenic/drug-induced disorders afflicting psychiatric
patients.

WHAT ABOUT NON-MEDICAL THERAPISTS?

Psychiatry has relegated the task of psychotherapy/counseling, and therefore the creation
of meaningful treatment relationships, to non-medical profeSSionals of lower status-psy
chologists, social workers, nurses, and even "case managers." Today's psychiatrists see
patients primarily in terms of diagnostic labels, which supposedly determine which drug
they should prescribe. Their interactions with patients are therefore largely limited to

questions about medication. But even though psychiatrists hardly know their patients,
they retain ultimate authority for their care. This splitting of responsibility between non
medical professionals who know the patients and psychiatrists holding final treatment
authority over them can be called "schizotherapy."

Does this psychiatric abandonment to non-medical professionals of the responsibilitY for
knowing patients as human beings, and therefore really being able to help them, warrant
giving the non-medicals the formal responsibility also? While such a shift may sometimes
be desirable, especially today, it would nor, in general, be a good idea. This problem would
be much better resolved by psychiatrists' returning to the physician's traditional counseling
role rather than continuing to limit their therapeutic role to the control of medication.

A medical degree is necessary for treating hospitalized mental patients for several rea
sons. Physicians have a long-standing social aura of responsibility and reliability.
Everyone has been to doctors and has usually been helped. The initial crust in doctors qua
doctors, more than in other professions, is an important therapeutic tool which can and
should be used to foster recovery. (The exrent of that trust's abuse within psychiatry can
not, of course, be denied.)
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Psychiatric hospitalization often involves tense, dangerous. emergency situ;uions,
which physicians are uniquely trained to handle. Medical schools teach the ability to take
responsibility in crisis situations, as well as courage and knowledge, aU of which are need
ed in such circumstances, The possibility of associated medical problems in the acutely dis~

rurhed is another reason for keeping ultimate responsibility on physicians' shoulders. The
claim mat responsibility should be limited to physicians because they are the only ones
trained [0 use drugs, and drugs are so important in psychiatric treatment, does not, how
ever, seem valid. Psychiatry's over·reliance on drugs has long been a national scandal.

The fierce anti-medical biases existing in some non~medical mental health professions
also deserve mention here, Aside from the important but Iittle.mentioned issue of inter
professional economic turf warfare, that bias is largely based on the false idea that per·
manent conflict exists between psychiauists and meir patients, with me latter therefore
needing protection against their doctors, which attorneys and/or social workers then sup·
ply. That logic would call for an attorney or social worker in all situations in which a
patient cannot protect himself against his doctor, such as general anesthesia.

MY OWN EXPERIENCES

Some personal experiences 3re relevant to discussing how care should be organized. In
1951,1953, when barbiturates and bromides were the only drugs available, I was psychi·
atrist~in·charge of the female reception service at a large state hospital. Each afternoon,
I merevery newly admitted patient to introduce myself and to cell her that we were there
to help her calm down so she could then return home. Our social environment was both
compassionate and Stcu"ctured-I had a superb head nurse-so most patients did calm
down and leave, Few were readmitted,

In 1963·1964, 1 was voluntarily hospitalized. for three months at Mr. Sinai Hospital in
New York City, Difficult as the hospitalization itself was for me, my picture of myself
would have suffered even more had I been hospitalized involuntarily. Although some·
times necessary-and, if so, only {or a brief period-involuntary hospitalization contra
dicts the voluntary nature which psychiatric treatment should always have. My diagnosis
was paranoid schizophrenia-rhe consequence of four years of skillful political harass
ment. The most important reasons for my recovery were a stable environment, which
protected me from funher harassmenr, and my engaging. on my own, in useful and satis
fying activities. My psychiatrists, preoccupied with my childhood and refusing CO exam·
ine my recent past, were essentially irrelevant to my eventual improvement. Fortunately,
however, they discontinued my medications after twO weeks; I. had been tonguing half of
it anyway because of its very severe side-effects. My recovery was due to my running a
mile a day in the gym, starling again to play my violin, and beginning a research project
in the history of psychiatry at the nearby New York Academy of Medicine (Lehrman,
1966).

In 1978. after I retired after five·and·a·half years as Clinical Director at Kingsboro
Psychi,ucic Center, 1 saw an effective care system based on the seamless integration of
hospital and aftercare services (Lehnnan, 1985) in Cambridge, England, Its core concept
was having the same trusted, competent psychiatrist caring for a patient both during and
after hospitalization. that is in both ward and clinic, Drugs were used but at much lower
dosages and for shorter periods than here in America. Patients, families, and doctors were
all deeply satisfied with the care, and the number of staff needed per 100,000 population,



ORGANIZING INPATIENT CARE

Ward Organization and Activities

Hospital wards should be organized into small social groups, Bto 12 patie.nts and a few staff
members. Such groups can increase the hospital's effectiveness in calming patients, and all
can benefit if patients longer in hospital assist the frightened, newly admined. Idleness is
a major cause of hospitals' harming parients. While exhausted parients should be permit
ted to re.st, others should be encouraged ro engage in "useful and satisfying" activities, such
as physical activity in gymnasia and exercise rooms and mental stimulation in libraries.
The endlessly running television sets often found on psychiatric wards create a mood of
apathy and undercut patients' effortS to regain stability and effectiveness; they should
therefore be turned on only for specific programs.

Lehrman'/8

The Hospital:
A Structured Asyll;lm Where ContinuIty of Competent Care Begins

The first treatment need ofdisturbed mental patients, especially those called schizophrenic,
is a stnlcrured social environmem within which they can calm down. Mosher (1999) has
described one type of such environment. Bur aU psychiatric inpatient facilities should serve
35 they did in mid-19th century America (Bockhoven, 1963), as did the hospital I worked
at in 1951-1953, and as Me. Sinal dJd for me 10 yealS later, as asylums within which patienrs
can setde down, with or without medication. If a hospitalleade~hip respects patients and
their dignity, its scaff can be trained relatively easily to treat patients similarly.

A patient's relationship with his psychiatrist or other therapist, the heart ofsuccessful
treatment, should begin immediately upon admission, as they formulate his history by
examining together the experiences preceding his breakdown/illness. History-taking
should then evolve imo present-focused counseling/psychotherapy, designed to help the
patient learn better ways [Q deal with the problems which threw him. To accomplish this,
meetings with the family and/or others close [Q the patient will be necessary.

and therefore the comparative per capita costs, were far less than those of the New York
State syS(em then (Lehnnan, 1983). Since that time, the New York system's coses have
risen and its effectiveness has fallen.

A{te.r my rerum, I took a pare-time position at another state facility aftercare cHnle
where I had excellent results treating the chronic patie.nts I inherited by Insisting on the
reversibility of their psychotiC thinking and behavior paltems and by working psy
chotherapeutically with them and their families to help them change. I encouraged their
involvement in "useful and satisfying" activities-like my own at Me. Sinai-and reduced
and often eliminated their drugs (Lehnnan, 1982). At the same time, I continued a part
lime private practice, helped by an attending smff appointment at a nearby community
hospital in which 1could admit patients to its psychiarric ward. Even though the hospital
culrure forced me to medicate my newly admitted patients much more heavily chan I
wanted to, I was nevertheless able to reduce their dosages rapidly so that they were receiv
ing little or none when I discharged them. I then followed them in the office. Since admis
sion could be armnged immediately if necessary, the hospital's availability allowed me to

- begin treating patients in meiT homes who mighr become roo disturbed ro con.Dnue there.
In all these cases, I worked closely with both patient and family, and when I did prescribe
medication it was usually for small amounts and brief periods.
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The Role of Medication

Sleep disturbances are common among newly admitted patients, who may therefore
need sedative medication for at least their first night in hospital. Medication to calm
agitation is also often useful to patients, and to staff. From the moment of admission, aU
medication decisions--whethet for sedative, tranquilizer or energizer-should actively
involve the patient as much as possible. The psychiatrist should explain what he is pre·
scribing and why, how it may help, and what irs side effects might be. If the patient refus·
es--which should occur rarely if he is approached respectfully-that refusal should
usually be accepted. Subsequent medication orders should also be joint decisions as
much as possible. Ongoing feedback to the doctor from both patient and family about
the medication and irs effects is beneficial in itselfand because it strengthens ties among
them all.

Whitaker (2002) recently showed the dubious value of current drugs for treating psy·
choses. He also pointed out that much better treatment results with schizophrenia are
obtained in third·world countries, in which the drugs we use are too expensive for rou·
rine use, than in our heavily drug-prescribing "developed" nations. Ovennedicarlon of
patients upon release from hospital is often a serious problem. While medication reduces
the possibility of patients' exploding in the short term, it blunts their feelings and think
ing, thus impairing their ability to participate in social living and gainful employment.
Careful monitoring, while dosages are reduced as quickly as is safe, is therefore vital.

Length of Hospitalization

Since hospitalization can produce infanrilization (Lehrman, 1961), it should be as short
as is clinically safe, but it must be long enough for the patient to gain maximum benefit
of hospitalization by calming him sufficiently. When he has become composed, has had
successful home visits, and the necessary post-release fiscal, treatment, and living
arrangements have been made, he can be discharged, to be cared for afterward by the
same doctor/therapist in office or clinic: true continuity of care.

Post-Hospital Care: Continuity of Competent Altercare

Aftercare is more difficult and more important than in.hospital care. Unfortunately,
however, irs lower reimbursement rate encourages its neglect. A disorganized patient can
become reorganized more easily in hospital than at home because he is separated from the
social environment in which his breakdown occurred. A major purpose of aftercare, when
the patient has returned to his earlier social environment, is to help him (and those
around him) learn more effective ways of dealing with each other.

The relative importance of in·care and aftercare services was demonstrated at
Kingsboro in the late 19705, when a chief of service, responsible for both ward and clin·
ic services to his catchment area, found that his most effective division of staff involved
assigning rwo·thirds to the clinic and the rest to the ward. The clinic kept the patients
functioning in the community, and few readmissions were necessary; the ward therefore
remained unfilled and beds were always available.

The post-hospital counseling/psychotherapy, which schizophrenia patients should
receive (of which cognitive psychotherapy is the best known type) should focus primari
lyon roday's significant issues. These include:

1. the patient's rdatiomhips with his family and friends, and at work or at school;
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2. identifying and helping him correct his inappropriate modes of behaving, relating or
thinking, which may includt: setting limits on a patient's inappropriate behavior,
such as his using his "illnesses" [0 justify his wrongful conduct (Lehnnan, 1991); and

3. examining and helping him implement his current and future goals, both work and
personal.

If the counseling/psychotherapy focuses on specific problem areas in which change is
being sought rather than on free·associ3tional rambling, I found that, after establishing
initial contact (and without current emergencies), 15 minutes every week or twO is suffj#
dent to keep patients improving (Lehrman, 1982).

Conflicts often arise between patients and families when patients return home. One
of the major, and most difficult, therapeutic tasks is to prevent explosive situations there
by teaching the patient and his family how to amicably resolve the differences which
inevitably arise. A critical point in the life history of the formerly hospitalized mental
padenr often occurs aher his fim or second admission, when the question arises of
whether he can remain in his previous residence-usually with his famHy--or needs
placement in a mental health facility in the communil)'. Too often, mental health pro
fessionals' response to such conflicts is pennanent removal of the patient, even though
the family, despite the quarrels, should remain a major source of strength and suppon. If
therapists worked more effectively in the early stages of breakdown, with the patient still
in hospical, to strengthen family units, fewer former patients would now be living isolat#
ed lives, and' there would be much Jess need for expensive, speciallong.term housing for
chronic patients.

Those with primary theropeutic responsibility for these patients must therefore be
trained in both present·-orienred individual counseling, such as cognitive psychotherapy,
and family#oriented. joint interview methods (lehnnan, 1962). To help with difficult sit
uations, experienced consultants should be available. The availability of such consulta·
tion can also directly benefit the patient. Should he be unhappy with his therapy or
therapist, an expert consultant can help solve the problems in the therapy or recommend
transfer to another therapist.

Chronic Patients and Their Medications

Chronic patients may come into a psychiatrist's care already receiving large dosages of
medication. As a matter of medical principle, these dosages should be reduced as much
as possible. Methods for doing this stepwise and gradually have been described elsewhere
(Lehnnan, 1982). The task is difficult and requires considerable clinical skill as well as a
close relationship among the psychiatrist/therapist, the patient, and the patient's signifi#
cant other{s).

CARE TODAY, AND THE HARM IT CAUSES

Mental health care for public sector patients had long differed considerably from the ideal
just presented. Today, a frightened, disorganized person is brought into the hospital (often
against his will), told he is seriously ill with a "brain disease" for which medication is the
definitive ueatment, and is then given a large, typically disabling l dose. If admitted ro a
"receiving hospiral" a few days later, just when he is beginning to understand his initial
surroundings and relate to them, he may be transferred to another faciliry. In the new
hospital, he must relate [0 entirely new people and circumstances. In each facility, a social
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worker, p5yc:hologisc, Of nurse will mke his hilicOly, his roollleD with the psychiatrist
responsIble for hil calC will only concern medication. Whatever personal. therapeutic
relationships he fomu will therefore be with non-medical personnel who lack ultimate
authority over his care. When he is discliarged. all his thcfilpcuric T!':larionships will end,
although his rnedicacloru will usually be continued.

Should he chen rcach an aftcrcare clinic or office (without "falling between the'
tracks"), he will have to ten his nory [0, and relau~ (0, YCt another non-medical pro
fe.ulonal whose personal or [.I'am's approach may differ from whar the IX!tlenl has
already experienced. His new psychiatrist's approath may also differ, perhaps Involving
medication change-buc with drugs uil! the only subject they dbcu..u. If the patient
needs readmission, as frequently oce-un, another unfamiliar treatment team will rake
his hlswry and provide his counseline and medicnion. Each su~uent discharge; and
r~dmis$ion will involve retelling his nory :md forming still another set of oear;ment
relalionsnips. As a whole, this process seems almost deliberately designed to produce
insaniry.

Two prominem real·life cases illustrate this obsc:rvation. Almost 20 years ago, Susan
Sheehan's (1982) book, is Thee No Piau on Eorth for Me, described the trUe ~periences

of ~Sylvl:l Frumkln.~Over the previous 18 years, this patient had been treated in 45 dif
ferent settings at an estimated COSt of $636,OOCl (Moran, Friedman, & Sharl'stein, 1984).
Fragmemation of Cafe and neglect of human relationships also chara.cterited the treat·
menl of Andrew Goldstein (Winerip, 1999), a once brilliant graduate of Bronx High
School of Science. Onjanuary J, 1999, alter II years of medication-focused, depersonal
iIed psychiaaic care in a host ofdifferent settings (he had IJ hospiralhatiom in 1997 and
1996 alonel and repeated unsuccesful effortS ro get mu!miued, he pushed Kendra
Webdale w her death beneath a subway trilin.

TREATMENT ATTITUDES REQUIRING CHANGE

Obviously, profound changes in various professional attitudes are necessary for suc
cessful treatment of thos.e diagnosed with schizophrenia or orher serious mental
illness.

Restoring Hope by Abandoning the Myth of Incurabllity

Although the centr:U role of hope. in ueatirlg the sick hilS always been a medical maxim,
today's treatment ofserious mental illness has essentially abandoned hope. The optimism
of mid-19th cenrury American mental hospitals, and their wccessful resulu, was followed
by rhe pessimism evoked by increasirlgly overcrowded facilities and poorer oulcomes
(Bockhoven, 1963). While S1udies of patienu long retained in hospimls found poor prog
noses, recent {ollow-ups of all once.hospilalized schizophrenia patienu revealed the bet
ter outcome mentioned earlier: that over half of them now function normally (Harding,
cited in K~ron, 1999). Ther.lpeutic hopdesm~ has been massively Increased by the
National Instirute of Mental Health's central operative concept that mental illness is
really a fonn of brain disease and therefore essentially irreversible umil the proper drug is
found. The question of thernpeulic hopelessness has mong peuonal relevance since,
when I was hospitalized, the professionals told my family dUll I would never be rhe 5ame
;gain.
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Integrating Co1re by Correcting Its Fragmentation

A patient's nuSt in his doctor/therapist and ueatmcnt team should be a major, ~ltivc
element in his treatment beginning from the moffitnr of admwion. The yo-yo-ing of
fragmented care-the repeated c,"ocatlon of [nul: followed by it! destruction-reduces
.m3t hope. Sc.veral such readmissioru and discharges destroy trun ahogether, and hope
with It, leaving the patient more demoralited than when he slane<! tmItment. The mg
mentation ofClre can be funher aggr3V3ted by the aisttm:e ofa host of private and pub-
lie agencies, c:ath respoll!ible for only a pan of the patient's needs, and all competing for
funding.

Returning Medication to Its Secondary Role In Treatment

Above and beyond the toxic eR"ects of psychotropic drugs on the braln, olher hannful con
sequences .j.lern from malcing these substances the sole or primary treatment of!lelious men·
ral iIInes.s. Over:lttenrion to medication has stood on iOj head the relationship between
patient and dll~ professionals nearing him-rraruformed it from cooperatille [0 adllersary
thus serioUsly impeding ~ollery. The professionals ate taught to continue medicatiOl1ll
indefinitely while patients object to me drugs' interference wim meir thinking and behall
ior. The patients' reSultant catch·22 situation is almon cenain to produce antagonLsm
between them and their caretakers. If they continue taking the drugs, their abiliry to func
tion willll:main impaired, and their chance of t-etuming to responsible citizenship will be
reduced. But should they $lOP medicatlons--which a1mon all former schizophrenia now
functioning at nonnallellels did (see Karon, 1999)-they lose the emodonal support or the
clinic and risk explO$lon from wo-rapid dosage teductlon, including inlloluntary tehospi
talization In ~ta!1:lI with actille progr3TT1S of "assertille community u~atment."

Therapeutic OllcrJuention to medication justifies neglect of the patient's real-life
problems and denial of his responsibility to deal with them. This phenomenon was
demonstrated by the h05piulized patient who [old his psychiatrist, "I am upKt IOday
beeau~e of my brain chemlsay; would you please adjust my medicationr' and by the
mother of another achlwphrenic !"'tienr who said, ·We jU5t hope that $Orne day you doc
tOI1l will find a way to fix his brain chemistry" (Pinheiro, 1989). Over-reliance on, and
oller-prescription of, these drugs easily create dependency/addiction to them-not only
of patients but also of prescribers and other profe5Sionals.

Changing Psychlatrlsls' Approach to Treatment and Making II Effective

Psychiamm, like mO!i[ human beings, want to do their job! welL Replacing their belief
in drugs as the heart of rrearment by the interpersonal psychotherapeutic/counseling
approach described earlier will require reoaining them. This can be: done through super
lIision by psychiatrists proficienr with the c(ltmseling approach-a group whkh is unfor_
tunately dying off rapidly. Tht.5C comultanlJl could hoid regular teaching case conferences
Bt the various wards and clinics to present and discUS!ll problem casu, and then return reg
ularly to evaluate with the staffs the results of the trearment changes they recommended.

Organizational Changes Requited for Conlinulty of Public Care

In the private 5t!Ctor. continuity of care can be: set up easily by hailing pt"ivately prilctic
ing p5ychiatrisu with iKImitting privileges caring for their patients both in and aner has·
piod. In the public sectOr, however, major organizational changes are necessary fOf
continuity of ClIre to be established. ResporuibiHty for the patient both In and after hos-
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pital must reS[ on one psychiamsqmerapist, and therefore on one agency, ramer man on
the host of agencies currently providing specialized services at differenc stages of the
patient's illness.

In the Cambridge syscem I saw in 1978, each patient from a given catchmenc area was
hospitalized in one ward and treated afterward at a closely affiliated clinic, both parts of
the same agency. Since the same psychiatrist neated him at both locations, the doctor
spent pan of his work week at each. Such a structure could have ~en I!Stablished easi~

Iy in New York State whm aftercare was ~till the responsibility of the state psychiatric
centeno In 198", however, aftercare was tramferred to state~funded non~profi[ and pri~

yate agencies (Lehnnan, 1995). Establishing continuity of public care today would
therefore necessitate withdrawal of state funds from many of these agencies, although
any agency capable of providing both in·care and aftercare services to a specified popu~

13tion might thrive.

Opposition to Efforts to Establish Good Care

Opposition to establishing continuity of competenc psychiatric care in the public sector
can be exPected from several directions:

1. the drug companies, which profir enormowly from parlents remaining confused
and therefore heavily medicated

Z. the psychiatric research enablishment-me research tall which wags the treat·
mem dog by virtue of its control ov~r psychiatric training programs

(Psychiatry departm~nt chairmanships are determined incr~asingly by grantsman
ship, and therefore by research-almost all of which is biologic::al-rather than by
comp~tence in treating pnti~nl5 or in organizing thc:ir care. The research is, in
tum, largely controlled by the drug companies and by the National Institute of
Memal Health, which has be~n actively publicizing the brnin·disease model of
mental illnes5)

J. the American Psychiauic A5s0ciation (APA) i~I(, also influenced incr~asingly

by the drug companies

(In 1980, the APA significantly aggrnvated the frngmentation of public psychi·
aerie care by redefining "continuity of care" as making sur~ patient records do
not g~t lost as the pati~nt is shuffled from on~ agency to another [L~hrman,

1995))

4. the political adminisuators now running scate m~mnl health programs as patron
age parle b:rn~Is, with few standards for jobs within many state facilities

5. th~ hon of polltica1J.,.conn~cred,heavily publicly funded privale and supposedly
non.pront social and trearment agencies, which, as in New Yorlc. State with ov~r

2,000 such ag~nci~,pront heavily &om the fragmemadon ofcare th~y created in
1984 (LeI"",an, 1995)

6. som~ non·medical mental health professionals who, comedy condemning psychi·
atry and h.s pra.ctirioners for the harm they inflict on patients, claim It has forfeit.
cd any right to care (ot iu patima.

(In arcaelc.ing psychiatry, th~y may also attack the proft5Sionalism needed for care
of the mentally ill, claiming ev~n that pee.Hr~tmentby other el('patients can be
equ,lIy hdpful.l
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WHAT CAN BE DONE1

Mosher (per!lOnal tommunlcation, May 21XlO) believes that 5lJimirutes for mental hospI
tals, sucb as the effective Sottrias he has created and described, are necessary for the suc:
cwful treatment of ~5(;hilophrenia,":iOmcthing that he thinh Qisting irutitutiON will
never be able to do. 1disagree. I believe the llLSk can be done beuer and mott easily by
opentinll alrcady-existine facilities pn:lpl:r1y. The changes needed can be staned on a
small scale by privately practicing psvchia[r~ts with admiuing privileges in community
hospitals. They can provide continuity of~ by following their p<ltiems aherwam in
their offices. Couecling the system as a whole, however, requires Slate commiuioncrs
with $Ufficient knowledge and power to reorganize their fadlitiesso that they too provide
continuity of competent psychiarric: care.

This would be a difficult wk, and a political one. For it to occur. allies woold have [0

be found. PCl'Sible supponen include:

I. the: psychl3Uic ~urvivor/colUumcr movemem, if il focuxd on the pl"opcr OfiiU\i:a·
don ai menial health <:;I", rather than on I'l1'chlauy-bashlng or "pcu·tupponw
programs-;:emng CO-OJIrcd by obtaining pieces of rhe tTGtment action;

2. the ",yd\latrisu and other profe5$ioNll who arc.bo:corning increasingly ~iseustrd

with plychlauic ure', incTG~lngharmfulne:u;

3. malic;ll Khool. or lalie loOCial ilgeIlCta willing 10 taIu: IUpoNibllity for !lUmp;!'
timr and oulp.ar;"nl urc. (or a plrticuw- calchmenl llfn; and

4. hulth maintcr'lllnC-c org;mlzatlons (HMa.), which would (1m have 10 be con
vinced how mllt:h cheaper and bener carc woukl be when oq:aniled In thiJ way.

Making the menlB! healrh system helpful rather [han hannful will nor, however, be an
easy wk.
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